Self-Expression of the Soul Divine

What and who that come from the ethereal appear manifest in the 3D dimension
Let us see that which is the unseen, the Elohim of the angels, the sung choir of light
Star families, spirit guides, totem animals, and loved ones of the beyond
Help us to unlock the keys that unmask everything cloaked
Energies of the ethereal come forth now to allow what is unseen to be seen
To physically experience the higher dimensional manifestation in 3D universe
Languages of the light, beings from on high, guide us in this spiritual working
Let us expand our current natural talents, gifts, and psychic abilities beyond
The feeling of energies into the unseen realms of creation, where all experiences are felt
On the highest levels of existence, come gifts from the heart feel our love
The expression of healing the Earth and oneself brings the awakening
Of bounty in higher dimensional seeing, your eyes like a thousand suns
Clearing the vision of solid reality, transcending into the depths of the highest multiverse
The blinders of 3D density no longer blocking the heart, mind, body, and spirit
All possibilities and abilities are now unlocked with the all seeing keys of creation
For powerful physical manifestation, that which was hidden is now forever seen
So come and experience the color rays of full knowing, as your path opens
To all universal knowledge at your fingertips, your galactic self coming together
With the divine human aspect that is your inner and outer expression on Earth
Blending the two as one unity, the gentle power of everlasting pure wisdom
Experiencing all the cellular memories, and original genetic blueprints from all your living ages
That You ever lived in or will live on, freely open in your current and future journeys of foresight
So speak your truth of harmony and beauty being open to the possibilities of new change
As you receive the gift of freedom and boosting life spark energies, your body clear
Of any blocks, cords, or holds that hinder any psychical viewing of visions gone and come
Your healing going deep in the 3D body manifest, clearing and removing all which
Is not for the highest good of the current soul being living its magical life on Earth
Your divine light shining bright, a beacon of eternal hope as you are a sovereign galactic
Now tap into inner most ability of foresight and clearly intent for this gift to be boosted
Witness all that you are meant to see and experience on the 3D manifest of Earthly guidance
Going beyond the cloaked veils of forgetfulness, remember your highest being of expression
No longer bound by human compression, stand as your tallest self, embracing your creative spark
The day turning in its brightest light, your soul in harmony with its lasting flight of seeing sight
All memories of deepest knowing now forever restored and regained on the Earthly plane
We come forth as our highest selves in this soulful expression, witnessing the new change
Coming in this creative range, our being filled with the highest light of eternal harmony and might
Let this stand and be known for the company of the angelic realms, and ever beyond
The source energy of creator flows through us now and forever on, in the deepest reaches
Of both night, day and dawn, as we've unlocked all talents of the spoken word, foresight, and foreknowing,
So let this work stay within our human expression, never to be compressed again
All possibilities and abilities free to experience inner and outer knowing of universal wisdom
That comes with the light of the rising dawn, turning to day ever so bright, then going to night
We are eternal in our living existence, so let this be, come and claim your seeing sight
You are your highest positive might, blessed is your soul in all your beautiful goals,
This is your time to shine with your waking flight of higher self-expression,
Your will of strongest knowing for all that you want to know, deserving your honest answer
As you will what you wish, always speak your truth, and you shall see all physical manifest
From the Etheric planes, living your life of dreamed reality come into physicality of Inner and Outer Earth
So it happens as above, so below, witness this working today during this clearest day,
Now so mote it be for your eyes to see, freedom of soul in your divine expression
Without any limits in spoken compression, this is for the highest good of your living being
Your constant joy coming forth, as you stand in your brightest light of permanent sight